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CIC Vision

The CIC VisionThe CIC Vision

A collision industry in which all segments A collision industry in which all segments 

work together efficiently, effectively, work together efficiently, effectively, 

ethically and respectfully to enable  ethically and respectfully to enable  

complete and safe repair of the vehicle complete and safe repair of the vehicle 

while facilitating the most pleasant possible while facilitating the most pleasant possible 

experience for our mutual customer, the experience for our mutual customer, the 

consumer.consumer.



Insurance Relations

�� Mission: Improve the relationship between Mission: Improve the relationship between 

insurers and repairersinsurers and repairers

�� StrategiesStrategies

�� Open dialogue and communicationOpen dialogue and communication

�� LevelLevel--setting expectationssetting expectations

�� Establishment and adoption of Establishment and adoption of ““Best  Best  

PracticesPractices”” when appropriate (Trade when appropriate (Trade 

Practice Proposals)Practice Proposals)

�� Identify areas for insurers and repairers Identify areas for insurers and repairers 

to work together for efficiencies (TP3)to work together for efficiencies (TP3)



Future Plans

�� Update Update ““Best PracticesBest Practices”” for Digital Imagingfor Digital Imaging

�� Review the remaining the Trade Practices Review the remaining the Trade Practices 
Proposals forwarded to Insurance Relations Proposals forwarded to Insurance Relations 

�� Conduct Panel Discussions at CICConduct Panel Discussions at CIC

�� Identify Work Flow Enhancements (TP#3)Identify Work Flow Enhancements (TP#3)
�� Repairers and insurers should expand their collaborative effortsRepairers and insurers should expand their collaborative efforts to to 

improve administrative and workflow processes as a means of improve administrative and workflow processes as a means of 

securing expense and cost reductions while improving repair cyclsecuring expense and cost reductions while improving repair cycle e 

time. All parties should work together to focus on the efficienctime. All parties should work together to focus on the efficiency y 

gains offered through processes associated with continuous gains offered through processes associated with continuous 

production workflow (blueprinting) and other lean production production workflow (blueprinting) and other lean production 

techniques. techniques. 



Panel Discussion

�� #11: Performance Based Consideration: #11: Performance Based Consideration: 

�� Any discounting orAny discounting or concessions associated concessions associated 

with a referral relationship between with a referral relationship between 

insurersinsurers should always be based upon fair should always be based upon fair 

trade practices and legal parameters, such as trade practices and legal parameters, such as 

volume based discounting. Discount volume based discounting. Discount 

structure and determinationstructure and determination should be based should be based 

upon an objective, measurable and auditable upon an objective, measurable and auditable 

business agreement. business agreement. 
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Message Points for Discussion

�� Customer choice is in the best interest of the Customer choice is in the best interest of the 

consumer and the auto repair industry.consumer and the auto repair industry.

�� Discounts orDiscounts or concessions agreed on between concessions agreed on between 

insurers and repairersinsurers and repairers should be documented in a should be documented in a 

format that can be reviewed by the appropriate format that can be reviewed by the appropriate 

stakeholders.stakeholders.

�� Insurers and repairers are under no obligation to Insurers and repairers are under no obligation to 

disclose business agreements unless requested by disclose business agreements unless requested by 

legal or regulatory agencies (or the consumer?)legal or regulatory agencies (or the consumer?)



Possible Verbiage for TP#11

�� #11: Referral Agreements:#11: Referral Agreements:

�� (There are a variety of referral agreements that currently (There are a variety of referral agreements that currently 

exist between insurers and repairers.)  Any agreement exist between insurers and repairers.)  Any agreement 

defining a referral relationship between insurersdefining a referral relationship between insurers and and 

repairers should be based upon fair trade practices (such as repairers should be based upon fair trade practices (such as 

volume based discounting) and within legal parameters. volume based discounting) and within legal parameters. 

Agreements should be based upon an objective, measurable Agreements should be based upon an objective, measurable 

and auditable information, and therefore be available for and auditable information, and therefore be available for 

review by stakeholders and legal entities as needed.review by stakeholders and legal entities as needed.



Insurer Relations Committee

Thanks!Thanks!

Any Questions?Any Questions?

Rick.Tuuri@Audatex.comRick.Tuuri@Audatex.com


